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ABSTRACT: The prediction of settlements above tunnels in soft ground is of major importance for both ex
isting surface and subsurface structures. The settlement above single tunnel constructions can be predicted
with acceptable accuracy u_sing relatively simple empirical techniques based on the Gaussian curve equation.
However it has been shown by various authors that the settlement trough observed above a second tunnel con
struction in close proximity to the first tunnel is not well predicted by these techniques. The maximtun settle
ment above the second tunnel is_ offset towards the first tunnel and the side of the trough closest to the first
tunnel exhibits greater relative movements than those on the side of the trough furthest from the first ttmnel.
This paper outlines research being conducted by the authors to investigate these effects using simple 2D finite
element analyses. The key findings are that the maximum relative increase in settlement occurs above the cen
treline of the first ttmnel driven in twin side by side tunnel problems and is independent of tunnel spacing.
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1 INTRODUCTION

W(x) = W H... exp l- (1)
I

The worldwide use of tunnelling techniques in the
urban environment has generated a need for im

where W is the settlement and x is the distance from

proved techniques for predicting ground movements.
While current predictive techniques appear accurate
ffor single ttmnel problems, their extension to multi
-ple tunnels leads to an inaccurate picture of the be
haviour of the soil. Although many twin-tunnelling
projects exist, good 'quality data remains scarce and
_hence improved predictive methods using field data

Wmax is the settlement at x = 0 and i is the distance
to the inflection point of the curve, which has been
deined by O’Reilly and New as i = KZ0, where Z0 is

is limited. ‘

Tunnel induced ground movements due to multiple

tunnels is an area of ongoing research at the
Univers_ity of Birmingham. As part of this work a
series of finite element analyses has been undertaken
to investigate the behaviour of soil when driving
twin_ tunnels. The paper provides some fLu'ther
insight into understanding the behaviour of soils in
twin tunnel problems.

2 MOVEMENTS ABOVE A SINGLE TUNNEL
2_1 Vertical movements

It is now well established and accepted that the
surface settlement profile above a tunnel in soft soil
may be represented by a Gaussian distribution curve
of the fonn shown in Equation (1) (Peck, 1969 and
O’Reilly and New, 1982).

the tunnel centre line in the transverse direction.
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the depth of the tunnel. and K is a dimensionless
trough width parameter (Fig. 1). On the basis of field
data O’Reilly and New (1982) suggested a value of
K = 0.5 for London Clay.
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Figure 1. Definitions of settlement above a single tunnel

Extending the assumption to subsurface _regions
leads to underestimates of i with depth. Mair et al
(1993), on the basis of centrifuge' and field data,
found i to decrease linearly with depth as shown in
Equation 2. Figure 1 shows the bounds to movement
assuming afull trough ,width of 3i.

Subsurface bounds to movement can be found by'ug_
ing Equation 2 assruning a full trough width of 3i as
shown in Figure 2.The total settlement profile can bg
found by stunming the separate profiles due to each
tunnel. A total profile can also be found Hom equa_
tions proposed by O’Reilly and New (1991).

i/ Zo = 0.1 75 + 0.325 (1 - Z/ Zo) (2)
The subsurface ,settlement profiles are calculated as

suming Gaussian profiles and no _volume change

with depth.

2.2 Horizontal movements
The horizontal movements shown in Figure 1 can be
found assuming a vector focus for movements to be

located at O.l75Z0/0.325 below the tunnel axis,

3.2 Increase in volume loss and trough width

Cording and Hansmire (1975) reported an increase
in volmne loss for a second tunnel driven. Cooper
and Chapman (1998) reported similar increases in
volume loss .for multiple tunnels in London Clay,
They also reported an increase in trough width for 3
second tunnel driven on the side nearest the first
tunnel driven. Cooper et al (2002) provided methods

of estimating the relative volumes of near and .re

U = ---_ 3

mote limbs of the settlement trough. Using empirical
equations and keeping the volume loss constant for a
second tunnel driven it is possible to get similar rela
tive volume changes by increasing the trough width

3 CURRENT PREDICTWE METHODS Fon

3.3 Influence of prefailure soil styfness

yielding a simple relationship between the horizontal
(U) and vertical (W) movements with depth:

_ Wx

(x) (1+ 0.175 / O.325)Z0 ( )

on the side of the first tmmel driven. `

MOVEMENTS ABOVE TWIN TUNNELS

Figure 2 shows a region of soil previously disturbed

3.1 Vertical and horizontal displacements

by ttmnel l which tunnel 2 is now drawing Hom.
Mair and Taylor (1997) state that the soil will have
been previously strained by tunnel 1" and bigger

The simplest assumption in twin tunnel predictions
is that the settlement above the second tunnel will
take the form of a greenfield profile, as found by us
ing Equation 1. When considering side by side tun
nels o f the s ame size, the s ettlement o f the second
tunnel would be the same as the first.
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Figure 2. Movements above second tunnel

losses would be expected for tunnel 2. The soil will
also exhibit changes in stiffness due to this straining.

The effect of pre-failure stiffness has been high
lighted in tunnelling problems by Addenbrooke et al
(1997). Increased horizontal and vertical displace
ments 'on the side of the first tunnel driven were re

ported by these authors. '

3.4 Improving current empirical methods
If the extent of this overlapping zone can be quanti
fied and the behaviour of soil in this area' character
ised, it may be possible to incorporate a modification
factor into existing empirical models.
The overlapping zone decreases with depth and in
creased tunnel spacing, hence it would be sensible to
suggest that while the surface settlement ~ profiles

would be significantly changed due to previous
straining and stifhress changes, the effects would de
crease with depth and increased tunnel spacing. _
The problem now lies in defining the exact extent
of the overlapping zone. Any changes in volume loss
or draw angle for tunnel 2 in the region of previously
strained soil will need to be quantified. For this rea
son the voltune loss is held constant in each of the
finite element analyses undertaken as part of the re
search described in this paper. Hence changes can be
related to deviation in trough width and the role of
previously strained soil alone.

4 2D FINTTE ELEMENT MODELLING

4.1 Type of anab/sis and geometry
The use of a 2D analysis was chosen in preference to
a full 3D analysis due to the long run times expected
and the parametric nature of the study. The analyses

are performed with the finite element program,
ABAQUS, (Hibbit et al, 1997). Two types of tunnel
alignment are considered in this paper, side by side
and piggyback, 'using a similar geometry to those
analysed by Addenbrooke (1996). Figure 3 shows
the tumrel geometry. The excavation of twin 9m di
ameter tunnels was modelled at 20, 30, 50, 80 and
120m spacing at a depth of 26m. The analyses were
also re-rtm with 4m diameter tunnels. The leli hand
tunnel was constructed first followed by the right.

4.2 Material properties
All the analyses were carried out using linear elastic

properties for a typical London clay which varied
linearly with depth: E(Pa)#l000000*(l0+5.2Z), Z
being the depth in (m), leading to E=145.2MPa at
the tunnel axis (Burland and Kalra, 1986). Poissons
ratio was taken as O.499. The undrained strength was
assumed to vary linearly with depth according to Cu
(Pa) = l000*(50+8Z) (Mott-MacDonald, 1991). The

liners were assumed to be 200mm thick with a unit

weight of 24kN/m3 and Youngs Modulus of 28 x 109
(Pa). K0 was taken as 1 for all analyses.

4.3 Finite element analysis
In the analyses, 8 noded isoparametric elements with
reduced integration were used to model the soil and
the concrete liners. Shell elements were never used
because the program does not allow these elements
to be removed or added to the mesh during calcula
tion, as reported by Tang et al (2000). Each node had
two degrees of freedom in displacement.
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Figure 3. Mesh for 20m centre to centre tunnel spacing

The mesh consisted of 5199 nodes and 1692 ele
ments. The boundary was restrained inthe horizontal
plane at both sides and in both planes at the base as
shown in Figure 3. The boundaries were set at 105m
from the centreline of tunnel 1 to the left boundary
and 105m from the centreline of ttmnel 2 to the right
boundary with a 20m centre to centre spacing. The
distance to the boundaries equates to >l0D. Extend

ing the boundaries beyond this point was found have
negligible effect’ on the surface settlement profile._

The increased centre to centre (CC) 'spacing was
achieved by adding extra nodes and elements in be
tween the two tunnels.
The London Clay was modelled as non-linear elas
tic perfectly plastic employing the model of Jardine
et al ( 1986), p re-yield, a M ohr C oulomb yield sur
face and plastic potential post-yield. The ‘Jardine et

al' model was input as a user subroutine in
ABAQUS. The parameters are shown in Table 1 The
liner was modelled as a linear elastic isotropic mate
rial.
Table 1. Constants used in the ‘Jardine et al’ soil model

Parameter Values Parameter Values

A
1120
oc 1.355
B
E(m;n_|-mx)
C% mo* y 0.617
The volume loss was created by specifying .a gap
around the tunnel periphery similar to the ‘Gap Pa
rameter’ derived by Rowe_ et al (1984). For all the
analyses the volume of the void per metre length was
taken as 1.3% of the tunnel face area. Both tunnels

were given exactly the same void size so that the
volume loss for each tunnel was constant. Hence,
any changes in prohle could be attributed directly to
the redistribution of soil occurring due to previous
straining and stifhress reduction caused by the first
ttmnel.
A 200mm thick set of ‘anchor’ elements with sirni

lar properties to the liner elements, although less
stiff; was placed inside the liner elements. The inner
nodes of this element set were made a fixed bound
ary. This set of elements constrained the movements
of the liner to avoid rigid body modes, which would
cause numerical problems for static analysis and al
lowed for realistic liner deformation to occur as the
soil made contact with the liner. Upon full closure of
this gap these anchor elements were removed (deac
tivated). ABAQUS generated 96 contact elements

between the soil and liner elements. The contact
elements used isotropic Coulomb niction.

The 2D analyses were performed using stepped
calculations. The liner elements and soil elements
were all present prior to commencing any of the
steps, one mesh overlaying the other. The first step
involved removing all the liner and anchor elements.
The next step involved the excavation, where solid
elements within the area of the 9m tturnel boundary

were removed. The reaction forces were found for
this boundary and used to prop open tunnel- 1. The
soil was released in a controlled manner from 100%

to 0% using a series of 8 defined steps of stress
reduction (i.e. 95%, 85%, 60%, 40%, 30%, 20%,

10% and finally 0%). Due to the use of large

displacement theory the nodes around timnel 2 move

during the excavation of ttmnel 1, meaning that the
nodes around liner 2- 'would be in the wrong position
when lining number two was reactivated. Hence the

movements being found on the side nearest tunnel 1_

movement of these nodes was measured and a new
mesh constructed which allowed the nodes to be in
the correct place once 'tunnel l had been constructed.
The sameprocess was used for tunnel 2.t

however it is offset 6.8m towards ttmnel 1.
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Figure 4. Geometry of mesh used in piggy back tunnels

The mesh used for the piggy back tunnel_a.nalyses is

shown in Figure 4. The analysis consisted of con
structing the lower tunnel followed by the upper.

The position of no horizontal movement would be

expected to be above the centreline of tunnel 2,

5.2 Subsurface settlements

Subsurface movements recorded at 15.4. m below
ground level (bgl) are shown in Figure 6.
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Figure'6. Displacements above' tunnel 2 at 15.4 m bgl

5 SIDE BY SIDE TUNNEL RESULTS _

5.1 Surface settlements

Figure 5 shows the vertical and horizontal
displacements above the second 9m tunnel driven at
20m spacing from ttmnel l_. These displacements are

compared to the ‘greenfield’ settlements. The

settlement profile has changed significantly with' the
maximum settlement being increased from 12mm to

14mm with its position being drawn towards the
centreline of turmel 1 (i.e. positioned 8.5m away

from the centreline of tunnel 2). Addenbrooke

(1996) reported similar observations from extensive
finite element analyses. Cooper and Chapman (1998)
reported -similar findings for 9m multiple tunnels

driven at a depth of 26m in London clay. The

horizontal movements are no longer symmetrical on
both sides of tunnel 2 with higher
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Figure 5. Displacements above tunnel 2 at surface level
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Figure 7. Contours of W/Wm for t1mnel2 (5% intervals)

The maximum settlement is now almost of the same

magnitude as the greenfield settlement with little
offset while the horizontal movements are still in
creased on the side of tunnel 1 and the position of

zero horizontal movement is now offset 3.0m on the
remote side of ttmnel 2. Figure 7 shows subsurface
movements for 30m spacing of the tunnels. The lines
are contours of W/Wm” from surface level to 15.4m
below ground level. Wmax is taken as the value for
the greenfield settlements. The deviation of Wmax

can be seen to decrease with depth. This could be
due to the fact that the zone of previously strained
soil decreases with depth. Figure 8 shows the settle
ments above a tunnel at 50m spacing. The maximum

settlement now occurs above the centreline of the

second tunnel with a lower value than the greentield.

The settlements plotted for a tunnel separation of

50m show considerable movement over the region

where the first tunnel was driven.
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exactly what the empirical equations would suggest.

The effect of previously strained soil should be
evident when looking at what happens to these
maximum settlement points. The lower ttmnel was
constructed first followed by the upper tunnel. The
trough width is wider and flatter than the greenfield
trough (Fig. 10).
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The maximum settlement now occurs at the
centreline of tunnel 2 for surface and subsurface
settlements.
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Fig1u'e 9 shows how the previously strained soil
has resulted in a relative increase in settlement oc
curring over the centreline of tunnel 1 for any spac
ing. From other analyses, not reported here, using
4m diameter tunnels, the factors appear to be inde
pendent- of tunnel diameter and volume loss. The
factors are of similar magnitude for surface and sub
surface regions.
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The results appear to be in agreement with the work
6 PIGGYBACK TUNNEL RESULTS

The dimensions of the piggyback example were
specifically chosen so that the depth of the lower
tunnel would be twice the depth of the upper tunnel.
The distance between tunnel axes was taken as l6m,
or 4D when using a 4m diameter liner. Earlier work

by Addenbrooke and Potts (2001) suggested that

there should be little liner deformation at this

spacing. The finite element analysis indicated that
the greenfield settlement above the deeper tunnel
would be half that above the first tunnel, which is

of Addenbrooke (1996). The magnitudes of

horizontal movements are also decreased. The

position of Umax or (i) is positioned further away
from the centerline than the greenfield profile. It may
be possible to explain this change in profile in terms
of trough width deviation (i.e change in the angle of
draw), such as that shown in Figure ll. An increase

in draw angle, while keeping the voliune loss

constant, would cause the maximum settlement to be
decreased as was found in the fmite element analysis
(Fig. 12). If the trough width deviated ahnost to the
extent of the trough above the first tunnel, empirical

'é`
_
§_

equations would suggest that thesettlement profiles
for the first and second tunnel would be identical.
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based on curves such as Figure 9), and hence im
prove simple methods of settlement prediction.
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